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Porto Tuesday presented his new goalkeeper Iker Casillas
The player is dismissed officially

Madrid, 13.07.2015, 17:49 Time

USPA NEWS - Even the greatest make mistakes and Real Madrid is no exception. After leaving that for sixteen years has been its
goalkeeper, Iker Casillas, and to the criticism of its unacceptable behavior, the president of Real Madrid fired this Monday Casillas as
it should have done from the beginning.

It was the third Spanish international goalkeeper farewell, after saying goodbye to players Friday and Sunday then fellow reporters and
fans. The world champion, Champions League and Spanish soccer, Iker Casillas, was alone both times and, above all, loneliness
Sunday an emotional press conference in which he could not hold back the tears, unleashed criticism of the policy of Real Madrid.
Madrid president behavior with which Barcelona had a year ago to dismiss to be his captain, Carles Puyol, and this year the
international Xavi Hernandez also compared. The Catalans turned their tributes, while Real Madrid left abandoned to their fate to that
for 16 years has been their goalkeeper and captain.

The press conference Monday at the Royal Box Santiago Bernabeu Stadium sounded pathetic rectification and proved by the
president as worthy by the player who was paid to a third goodbye to improve the image of the Madrid club. "There have been
disagreements, but set because I am left with the good," Casillas told his now former president. For his part, Florentino Perez said that
"the best goalkeeper in the history of Madrid and Spanish football is going."

But no leader Real Madrid missed the chance to blame the goalkeeper for his departure from the club, "Iker leaves us because that
was his wish," said Florentino Pérez. "No one from Real Madrid has been asked to leave the club. He's had an offer and we valued
requested that. Casillas has earned the club make the effort to listen." The truth is that Real Madrid often fail forms. While Casillas will
be presented Tuesday in Portugal as new goalkeeper Porto, Real Madrid still negotiating to organize a play in honor of Casillas, a
goalkeeper, as Florentino Perez, "it is very difficult to replace," and he called a "myth".
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